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Abstract
The topic of the present study is concerned with the university candidates’ educational and career choices against an unstable economic background that may necessitate the reformulation and readjustment of choices to innovative concepts of advancement and future development as they may apply to youngsters of different social class and gender. The sudden call to precipitated maturity is a shock, as eighteen-year olds are now expected to sit for exams and simultaneously opt for an education-conduit to vocational security.

More specifically, a case study concentrating on two different geographical areas: the Northern suburbs and western Attica was designed, taking into consideration the class-related socio-economic and political traits of their population. It is also estimated the extent to which educational choices are determined by gender.

Close and open-end questions are utilized to unravel the societal considerations and selection tactics of the subjects, which is semantically revealed to lead to gingerly realistic steps on the quick sand of political and economic instability.

There was also considerable profit from a multitude of interpretative versions and research bibliographies, so as to uncover the role that gender and class-related inequality plays in shaping and directing educational and vocational choices.

The crux of our problematic is centered in a liquid status quo with individuals making judgments according to the social and educational capital established in the class and gender-related correlations within the collectivity.

The research proceeds to expose vast vistas of continually re-definable prospects, renewable explorative models and a systemic complexity that regenerate youngsters' choices.

It is noteworthy that information has for the first time become available on education being tied to vocation, not only against the backdrop of an economic and value crisis but also the end decade-long governmental providence.
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1. Introduction
In the present research, we make an attempt is made to see how the emerging financial instability and, generally, the existing flowing insecurity affect the candidates’ choices in the Tertiary Education. In the researchers’ perspective, the content of argumentation, the candidate’s rational about his choice and, generally, his viewpoints about the estimation of the current socio-economical conditions as well as the appeal on the future to come are studied. In the Greek society the role of the family is rather significant since there is a strong linkage among its members and it is important to mention from the beginning that the candidate’s choice is defined in terms of the family’s choice. The entrance in Tertiary Education is what the Greek family asks for and invests on education or, better to say, on the acquisition of degrees which, especially for the middle and lowest social strata at least until today, have been connected to social mobility and the elevated social status. The Greek family’s targets, in specific, are the acquisition of a position in the public sector where the stability of an income, the permanency of a labor relationship and the potential of free time are secured.
Therefore, the entrance in Tertiary Education has been connected to the acquisition of qualifications that would formulate a future which would be characterized by stability and safety. The public sector is open to the public and within this environment the political system has been setting the labor positions within a large number of sectors by preserving a powerful client-like relationship between the politicians and the people, by undermining the citizen society and not promoting transparency, the unimpeachable procedures and the meritocracy in the public sector. In general, it could be said that until 2009 it seemed that the Greek society was setting even higher targets for the prosperity of its members, by participating in the consuming society which focused on the material delight, under the belief that the progress of its members through the preservation of high incomes and the quality of life was presumed. Gradually, even the lower strata have started to adopt attitudes and behaviors of the higher social strata and to introduce themselves to utopian schemes of technical prosperity giving the impression even of the bluntness of social inequalities.

The function of the individuals’ education was based on two levels: a) within the range of educational institutions of primary and secondary education and b) on the supplementary tutorial institutions. The second level of supplementary courses, particularly of the supporting courses, was considered necessary for the entrance into Tertiary Education. The Greek family was investing a financial capital on the entrance of its members into university studies or on the attendance of universities abroad. Simultaneously, the years of attendance were increased beyond the 9-year compulsory attendance resulting to a 60% of the students turning themselves towards Tertiary Education. Besides, great emphasis was placed on postgraduate studies, masters and doctoral degrees connected to the acquisition of high rank positions within the labor sectors, in an attempt to secure the horizontal social mobility within the labor environments.

Since 1980, reference can be schematically made to a systemization of targets right after the political changeover, through the reinforcement of the middle class income and the construction of an ideology about the unhindered progress and success. Throughout that period and until 2009 the Greek family invests money, as it has already been mentioned, on tutorial courses for the entrance into the Tertiary Education as well as on foreign language courses, especially English and French. The acquisition of such qualifications is placed more within the acquisition of typical qualifications and less on the substantial education. At the same time, students are apparently occupied with the so-called “decorative education” such as ballet, dance, painting and music. This is about a supplementary qualification package connected to the imitation or adoption of attitudes and perceptions of the higher social strata. This decorative education was connected to the free time which had also to get programmed in such a way so that it was disposed for the benefit of the educated individual aiming at the social mobility and, in general, the prestige gained through success of the member and the whole family. The phrase by which the Greek family states its participation in the education of its members is rather characteristic, mentioned especially by words such as: “We take the examination {……}” or “We have studied all the subjects”.

In the present research, an attempt is made to see if this attitude towards education has been differentiated and, generally, how the educational expectations or estimations are formulated during the period of financial crisis which we currently experience.

2. The Greek Educational System

The Greek Educational System is characterized as an open educational system giving students the potential, without a severe examination system, to complete the 12-year attendance and without exclusions for a large amount of students about 70%. This observation is important because opportunities structures mainly for the middle and lower strata are theoretically familiarized with the educational system, the language and generally with the educational culture so that the possibilities to enter Tertiary Education after a 12-year attendance are increased. Therefore, since the students do not confront any exclusions as from the first years of their attendance in the primary or secondary education, for example, examinations on a national level, the Greek family, particularly during the last year of attending the secondary education, reinforces the students with supplementary courses trying to align, exclusively, with the volume of subjects to be examined. This choice is not connected to the filling of gaps or deficiencies in which case discussion could be made about a more substantial knowledge, but it is based exclusively on learning in a parrot –fashion meanings, terms and exercises, as it is usually the case in the educational system, so that the student succeeds without any demand on the substantial knowledge concerning the subject of his/her studies. As it has already been pointed out, the number of students being candidates for Tertiary education as well as that of the successful ones is especially high. This issue is connected, on the one hand, to a system without national examinations in the primary and secondary education and on the other hand to the limited amount of subjects to be examined for the entrance into the superior educational institutions.
In particular, the subjects to be examined are standardized both at school and the tutorial courses so that they can be learnt more by heart and be less understood by the students since the question here is not the education or the familiarization with scientific fields. At this point, both school and tutorial subjects are observed to concentrate on the typical learning and are not connected to the cross-curricular and interdisciplinary approach, even though they should be promoted and reinforced within the educational environment as principles.

During the past years, a non formal pattern of education has been observed. The tutorial institutions acquire a particular meaning for the Greek family because the tutorial education is connected to the more systematic standardization of the subjects to be examined and to the improvement of learning techniques as well as to the estimation for the possible questions that will be posed during the exams. The fact that a large number of students do not attend school classes during the last two months is rather indicative. On the contrary, concentration is placed on their tutorial classes which are regarded as more efficient to fulfill their objective. Thus, an anomic situation within education is formulated, on the one hand, with dysfunctional schools during that time period and on the other hand with their questioning as educational institutions. At this point, it could be said that this issue must be the preoccupation of the state which should re-examine the model of the educational policy, basically both the system of the content of subjects to be examined and the examination system.

3. The policy of rights within the Greek society

A distinctive feature of the Greek society is that both boys and girls are reinforced by their families with tutorial, mainly, courses in order to succeed in a superior educational institution. The Greek society is aligned with the western culture in terms of rights for both genders. Even though there are different perceptions and attitudes regarding gender which absolutely concern the social scientists, it could be said, in general, that the university education for girls is chosen by all the social strata, even if the approach on the women’s education is different according to the social stratum in which they belong. In particular, as from 1980 and afterwards special emphasis was given to the projection of the women’s rights with the implementation of a special legislation by granting social rights in many fields. Moreover, the different confrontation of women in the labor environments was raised, especially for issues of evaluation and professional evolution, but this does not mean a full equality of rights. In general, it could be said that the Greek legislation and the Greek society do not exclude women’s education in Tertiary education. At this point, it should be underlined the fact that the researches are concentrated on the students’ performance in relation to their gender. It is assumed that boys tend to choose exact sciences directions whereas girls choose rather theoretical sciences. Besides, special emphasis is given on the issue of choosing the subject of their studies. The girls have considered their studies and the acquisition of a professional position as a means to secure an additional income to what the “breadwinner” would bring. It should also be added to the above mentioned points that even better conditions for women both in educational and labor environments have been gradually formulated. Especially throughout the so-called period of special prosperity, as it is defined from 1980 until 2009, the women’s participation in the political, labor and social fields which were previously possessed by men is observed. The Greek culture has been gradually changed giving women the potential to take advantage from a series of rights towards a course of equality for both genders. The perspective of choices based on gender regarding choices, attitudes and perceptions is of special interest and it should be examined if the issue of educational choices and, moreover, of professional choices affects the candidates for the superior educational institutions.

As it has already been mentioned, during the period 1980-2009 special emphasis was given on the promotion of rights for citizens’ equality; a course which is parallel with the European policy for rights. In Greece, abluntness of social inequalities, a participation of the lower strata in the centers of decision making, a function of social mobility, a reinforcement of the educational right by rendering free education in all grades, high wages and implementation of welfare programs within the framework of a powerful “welfare state” have been observed. Thus, expectations were created for the potential of improving the citizen’s life and reduction of inequalities. In the present research, interest is placed on the fact whether there is differentiation regarding the choices made according to the social strata and how the socio-economical conditions are re-interpreted within a framework of increased unemployment, escalating insecurity, reduction of the welfare-state supplies and, in general, liberation of the system.

4. The Setting: Western Attica & Northern suburbs of Athens

The research is concentrated on the two areas of Western Attica and the Northern suburbs of Athens. The researchers’ choice was based on the different socio-economical data of the two areas. Western Attica, which is characterized as a downgraded area, is an area with low financial level and low educational and social capital citizens. Ever since 1990 an increased number of immigrants has been concentrated there, mainly from Albany and the former communist countries as well as repatriated Pontiacs. It is an industrial area and a large number of residents there comprise the
labor force of the town. In the Northern suburbs of Athens, the residents are individuals with high incomes and high educational and social capital. They participate in the political decision-making centers, they are better informed and their professions are rather prestigious, such as lawyers, doctors, businessmen etc. There is a general sense that this is an area of the “elite” addressing to specially privileged citizens group as being part of the system. It is mainly characterized as a pure residence area, with a particular natural environment connected to the quality of life of the higher social strata where people live “protected” and far off the downtown area and the downgraded areas of Western Attica. The estimation is that, since reference is made to different groups of population, there will be a difference in terms of interpretation of the current situation that is in terms of understanding the socio-economical conditions as well as of the perception about the future, the expectations and wishes of their children. At the same time, the financial crisis has already affected the residents of Western Attica. In particular, it is assumed that it affects the educational and professional decision making of their children.

5. Data collection and analysis

The sample consists of 18 individuals from Western Attica and 22 ones from the Northern suburbs, out of which 6 girls and 12 boys from the first area and 14 girls and 8 boys from the second one. All sample individuals are 18 years old. The research was conducted during the school year 2009-2010, in April, before the examinations and the filling of the application form to choose their schools. According to the system of choices in Tertiary education, the students sit the examinations according to the direction they have chosen, exact, theoretical and technological. The exams are usually conducted in May and after the grades announcement per subject the filling of the application form follows in which the candidates fill in the schools of their interest. The research was chosen to be carried out in April so that considerations, estimation and preferences about their education and profession were collected before they sit the examinations when they would probably link their performance to their preferences. The collection of the most representative answers about their educational and professional choices was aimed. For the area of Western Attica, especially, school teachers were contacted so that the following categories would be included in the sample: a) male and female students whose families’ educational and social capital is high with 1) low school performance and 2) high school performance and b) male and female students whose families’ educational and social level is low but with high school performance. In the Northern suburbs the following were utilized for the sample: a) the criterion of high educational, financial and social capital and low school performance and b) the criterion of high educational, financial and social capital and high school performance.

A questionnaire was used, which was filled at the researchers’ presence, with an open question towards the students asking them to answer how they imagine their professional situation after 6 years. In the close questions, they should answer on how well informed they are about the schools of their choices, whose viewpoint was taken under consideration, which were the criteria for their choices and if they had the same importance, the professional security, the financial perspective, the profession correlation and the personal satisfaction. They were requested to grade these 4 parameters or to add more ones. In order to see the role of the family in the choice of profession, they were asked to present the criteria with which their parents would choose a school for them and which school that would be. In the following question they were requested to evaluate professions. A question supplementary to the previous one was to categorize professions based on the financial insecurity (risk). After the questionnaires were filled and collected, a semi-interview followed in order to clarify the questionnaire answers or to investigate more issues. Most of them emerged out of the last question, the open one, in which they should present future perspectives and which was insufficiently answered, but lacking data. This was a realization of the children’s unwillingness to answer the question through written discourse. At this point, reference is made to the problems of the researches with open questions which the individuals being questioned avoid either due to their limited written expression or because they are afraid of the researcher’s disapproval. The semi-interview provided the potential to scrutinize issues that were necessary to be clarified. It is particularly positive the fact that there are 3 researchers who had first obtained the questionnaires and conducted the semi-interview afterwards. After the questionnaires had been studied, a viewpoint about the candidates’ profile was formed. Each one’s answers were categorized and the data to be investigated were filed in their portfolios after process and viewpoint exchange by the researchers. At this point, it should be underlined the researchers’ different research fields in which one engaged oneself more with gender issues, another one with social strata issues and another one with education organization issues. Therefore, throughout all the stages of constructing questionnaires and semi-interviews as well as utilizing observations, a blending of elements and co-estimations took place.
6. Findings

The categorization made in Western Attica and the Northern suburbs was of assistance in studying factors such as the gender, social class and educational capital that contribute to the formulation of educational and professional choices. It was found out that in the first category, the area of Western Attica, the issue of high educational capital plays a significant role in the formulation of choices and attitudes over the future choices. On the contrary, the low educational capital does not create the conditions necessary to support even those students that have a high school performance. In the Western suburbs, the low or high students’ school performance does not seem to be evaluated by the families with high educational, financial and social capital.

6.1 Special points from the Western Attica sample

In terms of gender, female students coming from families with low educational capital were observed to have stated that they were insecure and especially preoccupied about their future, especially in cases of having brothers in the family. Maria’s answer, whose performance was 18,2 during the third term, that is almost excellent as per the 20 grade scale, was indicative:

“I would like to become a doctor. I am not sure if I can apply for all the Medical Schools in Greece. I will apply only for the Medical School of Athens and following all other schools of Athens in my field.”

When she was asked what she would do had she succeeded in the Nurse School of Athens, she replied that she would be “happy” because she would not be a financial burden to her parents and to her knowledge “nurses are currently engaged in jobs”. A common element in all the female interviews was that the issue of their parents was addressed with a particular sensitivity and understanding. The fact that they were concerned about unemployment or their parents’ increased labor hours or their possibility of unemployment was particularly emphasized and they stated that they would not like to weigh their parents down. The difference lies in the families with a higher educational capital in which the girls, despite of their sensitivity, a typical traditional gender stereotype, stated that they wished to study but their optimism concerning the future of both their families and themselves was temperate, and especially in the cases with a high financial capital their targets seemed unaffected by the financial crisis. Ioanna’s comment is indicative:

“I will study Psychology. I read Miller’s books, I like psychoanalysis. It is nice to learn about people and explore their soul. To the question, whether she could practice the profession, the answer was that she was not interested in this issue at that moment. She was interested in becoming a student, then a psychologist and then she would see. In the pressing question how she imagined herself after 6 years her answer was limited to that she would become a psychologist without any connection to the labor market”.

Male and female students coming from families with low educational and social capital were particularly preoccupied about their future and were already pessimistic with a feeling of inferiority which was interpreted by them with their even decreasing access possibilities in the consuming society. Aleko’s answer is indicative here:

“Now, I am just like the immigrants {….}. A pair of trousers, a shirt, neither a cinema, nor a coffee shop {….}. I do not want to say what I will do in the future because I do not know”.

Male and female students with a high educational and social capital downgrade the role of the school regarding their informing about schools, the potential of their occupation and, in general, the education provided. On the contrary, they underline the positive role their families and tutorial institutions play. Ioanna B’s answer is indicative:

“My mother and I searched the Internet about every school. The teacher at school gave us an old book that did not include all the schools of Tertiary education. He, himself, was not aware of the subjects taught in each school and what we can do on a professional level {….}. Imagine, he taught professional orientation!”

There are a number of boys stating that if they cannot find a job in Greece they will go abroad. In particular, the boys coming from families with a high educational capital state that they will combine their staying abroad for a job with a primary preference to countries such as the USA, “the American Dream is still alive”, England, Germany. Nico’s answer is rather indicative:

“I know all the countries {….} I travel through the Internet, I can go everywhere. I will stay in Greece only in the case I find a job. I can not be a poor person {….}”.

The issue of profession and studies is rather profound among the children coming from families with a low educational capital. The cognitive fields issue as well as the information about the content of their studies is not of their particular interest. On the contrary emphasis is placed on their professional perspectives. Their answers that they would not study without being sure that they would have a job are indicative. Even among the male and female
students with high school performance there is a tendency not to proceed into further studies. What is directly important is to get involved in any kind of job. Helen’s answer is indicative:

“If I found a job right after senior high school graduation in a mall I would go there and I would take care of my studies later on”.

Individuals coming from families with a high educational capital continue to believe to the necessity of an education before entering the labor market. In their application form they state, mainly the boys, that they will choose schools of their interest taking into consideration their professional perspective. Ilia’s point of view is indicative:

“I would like to become a pilot, like my father who is a pilot in the Olympic Airways. But Olympic airways do not exist any more and pilots are currently paid less and work more. Should I go to England to study? I will see. I will probably apply for Civil Engineer […] Eh… I will do something anyway”.

The girls coming from families with a high educational capital and wishing to engage with artistic fields have been mainly preoccupied with the financial crisis issue. Anne B’s answer is indicative. She states:

“I would like to become a dance teacher. I attend a ballet school, but, nowadays, who is going to send his children to a ballet school? […] I should better do something else and dance alone in front of the mirror”.

Children coming from families with a high educational capital state that they are going to decide together with their parents about the school they will choose, meaning that they will also project or express their personal wish about a school. In general they are very cautious since the analysis of their texts content would show the repetition of the words “under the current financial conditions” or “now that things are difficult” stating that they do not want to risk anything or that they are afraid of not being well informed about the professional perspectives. The boys, especially, realize that their parents address other professional vehicles or acquaintances and all together get advice from specialists in order to decide resulting in that the boys face a difficulty in taking the risk to illustrate their points of view. Aleko’s observation is indicative:

“Every day I listen to the phrase “you are a boy and we must see what you will do with your life”. What would be different if I were a girl?”

In this case the girls seem to be more liberated and perhaps the “breadwinner” stereotype comes back. Therefore, they will occupy themselves with something supplementary meaning that a marriage would be a good solution, especially if the man has a job or a high income. This issue was particularly intense in cases of twin siblings in which there is one boy and one girl within the same family. The boy comments that his parents have become expertise in the fields of mechanics or computers in the sense that they continuously investigate schools and professional fields. He feels that the whole family focuses on his own future in literary terms. Even though his sister has a better school performance and moves towards the same direction, parents preoccupy themselves with her in the least. Ilias (the brother) indicatively states:

“I am very curious about what will happen in the end. They will end up with me about what school to apply for and what to do […] Will they let my sister alone to decide at the end? Or, will they announce to her “we have both decided that you two should apply for these schools””

Among the families with a low educational capital, the issue of professional perspectives about the child is set mainly by the father. Mother’s role is rather supplementary while both boys and girls, having perceived primarily the financial status as a direct dependence mainly from the father’s job, do not seem to react and do not risk by projecting a different proposal. A kind of solidarity is formulated among the members either to maintain the income gained or to remain within the working mainstream so that they will have some income. They are afraid of the marginalization and social exclusion. A common element of the families with a low educational level and a high educational level in Western Attica is the increasing preference (75% for high educational capital families and 45% for low educational capital families) towards police and military academies, an issue connected to the professional risk limitation. Thomas’ answer, who is a member of the Communist Youth of Greece (KNE) and whose father is a worker and trade unionist in the Communist Party of Greece (KKE), is indicative. He states that the police academies are his primary choice.

In the question about which are the criteria for his choice he gave a single-word answer: professional, whereas in the pressing question about how the professional choice is combined with the ideology, he preferred not to give an answer.

Another important observation is that in the open question of the questionnaire and before the interview about how they imagine their professional status after 6 years, an 80% of the children with low educational capital answered:
“having a job”, whereas an 85% of the children with a high educational capital answered: “having a job on what we studied”.

6.2 Special points from the sample of the Northern suburbs

Male and female students coming from the Northern suburbs were discussing with ease about the financial crisis highlighting the consequences on other individuals. The observations of some girls who were trying to project their families’ social status and the boredom they had been experiencing before the crisis in an environment where, as they stated, everybody was equal are indicative. Angie’s observation is of special interest. She comments:

“I was tired of meeting in the cafeterias of Kifisia the students playing truants from all schools of Athens. Now we have calmed down. I detested them. They were nifty {…}”

As far as the professional choices are concerned they stated freedom of choice. Their attitude and behavior depicts the prestige and culture of the upper social class. They lived every moment. The preoccupation about the profession might not bother them were it not obligatory to fill in the application form just to choose a school.

At this point it should be commented that 35% of the female students with high school performance and 45% of the male students were already attending tutorial courses and disdained the Greek system as they were typically completing the secondary education while they were preparing themselves with intensive courses for the IB. Maria’s point of view is indicative. She states that:

“I can not get myself into stress and succeed in a school in which I am not interested. I want to live abroad, to be alone and do whatever I want. I am bored here”.

Regarding the same issue John observes that:

“I can go wherever I want, to choose what I want as long as I say it. I am leaving {…}”.

All the students of the sample attending IB courses are students of private schools, and, as they stated, it is very common for those that take the IB not to be interested in the subjects taught in the 2nd and 3rd class of Senior High School. It is important that the Ministry of Education, in order to allow them to involve themselves only with the IB, even if they had to disdain the school institution, released them from the national exams.

Male and female students attending public or private schools and having not obtained the IB undermined the role of school in the 3rd class of Senior High School giving more emphasis on the increased private courses meetings. They choose to attend private courses for the subjects of their direction and the teachers they address to are teachers of significant qualifications. The parents or the student usually study the teacher’s portfolio and decides or decide if they are going to hire him/ her or not.

In contrast to the Western Attica students who use up the permitted number of preferences, choose an exclusively limited number of schools, those that are connected to the increased prestige towards each direction. Thus, they apply for the Law School, the Medicine School, departments of Economics, Polytechnic Schools and Computing Schools whereas they do not apply for schools without professional rights or with ambiguous subject of studies or technological training institutions. They collect information about the schools from the Internet and their tutors and they seem to simply announce their decisions to their parents. The point on which emphasis is given is the professional continuation that is they take under consideration that their parents gained money and social status through a profession. This has a reinforcing function conducive to choosing the same field. Even if they were free to choose something different, the fact that they are not forced to start their professional career from zero and that there is something ready waiting for them gives them joy. What should be underlined here is that even though the choice of profession seems something compulsory, male and female students activate their potentials for the disposition of their free time. Both in their social class culture and in the educational opportunities they have mainly in the educational institutions, they learn from a young age to relax, create and ease off dealing with music, dance, extreme sports, theatre, cinema and many more. Ilias, who has a low performance for a Law School in Greece, indicatively states:

“I will definitely study Law. My father is the well-known lawyer {A…}. We have an office in Athens and collaborators all over Greece. Only someone crazy would change professional orientation. OK, I am a painter all alone {…}”

Children whose parents are doctors in public hospitals are especially preoccupied. Since the profession undergoes a crisis, too, and the professional continuation is not sure, the girls mainly choose other professional fields avoiding long-term studies with an unsure outcome. Even in this case the professions that they apply for are professions of a high social status and are not connected to the civil servant relationship. Children whose parents are businessmen are
languages redefine the concept of “place” as an environment that creates financial opportunities for the individuals. The children being already travelers and having a good internet communication through their knowledge of foreign Economics. In those cases when there is not a professional continuation of the father’s or the mother’s job, the children being already travelers and having a good internet communication through their knowledge of foreign languages redefine the concept of “place” as an environment that creates financial opportunities for the individuals. Alicia’s observation is indicative:

“I want to live in Paris. I am going to involve myself with design. I will meet my parent whenever I want {…} Is there any chance to see more of them at the moment?”

There is also interest in those stating that they want to become politicians. They define the word “politician” as a profession. When they were requested to grade which professions have the greater social insecurity they themselves filled in and ranked the word “politician” as the profession with the slightest risk. The concept of politician as a profession was expressed individually by boys who emphasized the financial security as well as the political, social and financial possibilities that are generally given to politicians as individuals and to their families. It is characteristic that they did not mention at all elements of ethics which emphasize the change of politics, the image of the politician as a reformer for the better future of society or humanity. An observation made by children coming from parents being military officers is very interesting. They do not apply for any military academy. They do not wish the dependence and submission relationship that exists within the hierarchical pyramid. Apostolos indicatively observes:

“When I was young my father, at an unsuspected time, said in the house “at your command!” {…} Now that he is a career officer I always listen to other people saying “at your command!” {…} I do not want to order or to be ordered. What do I want? I want his money to go to England. I am going to study computers”

The issue of their professional occupation is not what they seek for within the family not even within peers. From the moment a child chooses a field, further elements about the university, the departments potentials and financial issues, tuition and other costs are investigated. Maria’s observation is indicative:

“Each one of us knows where to go or better to say to which country. Basically, I do not care what they are going to do. Sometimes I remember someone because s/he said something strange {…} and I asked him/her what it is. Do not ask me more questions. It is spring and I am in love”

It is characteristic that families tend to be irrelevant regarding their girls’ choices reproducing through different terms the same stereotype that a man’s professional role is more important than the one a woman has. On the one hand, the boys choose more often fields such as law, medicine, economics etc. On the other hand, the girls are usually diversified by choosing humanitarian schools or those of specialized artistic interest.

7. Conclusions

On the basis of the findings it is suggested that most male and female students of this age deal especially with the issue of their professional occupation connected to the choice of their studies. The Greek society concentrates on the issue of the students’ entrance into Tertiary Education expecting even during the crisis that the higher studies will create good perspectives for their professional occupation. During a crisis, a focus on disciplines with specific professional perspectives is observed. Both upper and lower social strata giving or not to the teenagers initiative tend to guide them, directly or indirectly, to studies with a specific subject. This issue must be evaluated as an important one because in the following years university schools without professional rights or unspecific subject of studies will be disdained. It is sure that the upper social strata will be hit less by the crisis and their children will have a better professional evolution because they have the possibility to utilize and take advantage of wide communication information systems, so that their children are familiarized with structures and systems. Therefore, although it is apparent in the research that they themselves decide a semantics analysis of their viewpoint, it would prove that the elements of the dominant culture that are diffused in their family and educational environment formulate their perceptions, attitudes and choices.

The gap between the upper and lower strata will be investigated, the lower social strata will be limited in maintaining their vested rights, mainly the financial ones, as a result of the financial prosperity of the previous period, an issue connected to the attempt of reserving labor positions and less to undertaking the risk that would be obviously linked to the social mobility and the relevant involvement in political decision-making centers or in a professional occupation in fields of increased prestige.

A fall back is estimated to appear especially in the lower strata with a better education provided for the boys. Therefore, the girls will be in a worse position since their typical qualifications will be decreased and should the already formulated inequality due to social classes be co-estimated, it is obvious that, in practice, many women’s
rights will be cancelled and the whole attempt made within the framework of positive discrimination to embody women in the decision-making centers and strategy formation in political and financial fields, is cancelled.

Another observation is that the lower strata choose the security of the public sector and this is why they guide boys mainly to schools directly related to the public sector such as military academies. Statistics show the ongoing tendency of the grading necessary for the military and police academies. There are interesting observations of children coming from the lower strata which refer to professional choices. They decide together with their father, thus, it is noticed that the father’s position in the family is in accordance with the traditional model in which serious decision-making basically on financial and professional issues is done by him. One would comment the end of adolescence for male and female students when they come to deal with their professional future. They attend courses and dedicate many hours in studying or tutorial institutions losing unique moments as teenagers. At this point, a differentiation should be made underlining, as it has already been mentioned, that the children of the upper social classes have less anxiety, a wider range of choices, a social and financial background offering stability and the potential to enjoy some personal moments by utilizing their free time in experimentation and involvement with sports, dance and music. They are prepared, in a formal and non formal manner, to become members of the upper social class. On the contrary, the lower strata, during the financial crisis, decrease any expenditures related to well-being, satisfaction and pleasure.

The issue of choosing a university seems to be transferred far from the issue of preference since, for various reasons, both in the lower and upper strata individuals are constrained to make a choice. Even in the upper social strata that seem to have a wider range of choices the professional success is what the candidates are looking for and it is evaluated. The issue of our consideration is what they would do if the financial crisis did not exist. The data for the lower strata is that there would be a relaxation as a result of security that this financial situation would continue together with the client-like system that would give the individuals the possibility to occupy themselves in professional terms. Unemployment as well as the corresponding fear of marginalization and exclusion does not exist.

To top it all, it is observed that within the superior social strata in the area of the Northern suburbs the choices of studying are irrelevant of the high or low students’ school performance. Basic studies or postgraduate studies abroad are mainly chosen and it seems that the Greek educational system is disdained. In the lower strata where the low social and educational capital is dominant the children are not given the initiative to choose; the issue of preferences and choices is not taken into consideration although Tertiary Education remains the main target even for this group of people. They tend to address the issue of labor as one of great importance so that male and female students of these social strata are ready to enter earlier the labor market. Concentration was basically placed on issues related to the individual’s personality, his/her possibility or not to illustrate his/her preferences, the potential or not to live his/her adolescence, the possibility or not to participate in a superior civilization, as this is formulated through the educational culture. A serious issue of consideration is that of seeking labor stability related to social acceptance. It mainly leads the children of lower strata to choose schools directly linked to the public sector, thus, a new “brain drain” will be created, since the contribution of potential talents or new researchers that would promote innovations in different social, financial and other fields is excluded.

By examining the young people’s answers, one could notice that the ‘right to the dream” is limited, the youngsters feel suffocated within an environment of general disapproval and insecurity something which, in a different way, is perceived by the higher strata where the financial easiness and the family’s social capital creates opportunities and reduces disappointment.

A political model that refers to the financial development and innovation is dysfunctional without the youngsters’ action, without their active participation in a course of financial restoration, experimentation, pioneer proposals and innovative strategies. Therefore, a welfare state should be reinforced, that will re-evaluate the provisions towards the lower strata, such as scholarships and special financing so that these individuals are encouraged to draw a new professional and educational course corresponding to their special possibilities, talents and interests.
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